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The Characterization by Automata of Certain Classes 
of Languages in the Context Sensitive Area* 
S. H. VON SOLMS 
Rand Afrikaans University, Johannesburg, South Africa 
A new automaton, called a contraction automaton of complexity (n, k), 
n ~> 0, h >~ 1, is defined, and several well-known classes of formal anguages, 
which had up to date only been characterized by grammars, are characterized 
by this new automaton. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Several interesting classes of formal languages had, up to date, only been 
characterized by grammars, e.g., the class of languages generated by program- 
med grammars with nonempty failure fields Pc, and with empty failure 
fields P (Rosenkrantz, 1969), the class of languages generated by periodically 
time-variant context-free grammars with the checking property, Tc, and 
without the checking property, T (Salomaa, 1970), the class of languages 
generated by matrix grammars with the checking property, Mc, and without 
the checking property, M (Abraham, 1965), the class of random context 
languages, R (van der Walt, 1970), and the class of languages generated by 
unordered scattered context grammars, U (Mayer, 1972). 
Salomaa nd Mayer (1970, 1972), proved that 
Pc= Tc =Mc=R and that P= T=M= U. 
A new automaton, called a contraction automaton of complexity (n, k), 
n >~ 0, k ~> 1, which, for specific values of n and k, characterizes these two 
classes of languages, as well as the class of scattered context languages 
(Greibach and Hoperoft, 1969), is defined. 
* A summary ofthis paper was presented at the Professional Conference on Automata 
Theory and Formal Languages, organized by the Gesellschaft ir Informatik e.V., 
9-12 July 1973, in Bonn, West Germany. An extended summary of this paper will 
appear in the Proceedings of the Conference. 
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2.0 INFORMAL DEFINITION OF A CONTRACTION AUTOMATON OF 
COMPLEXITY (n, k) ((n, k) CA) 
An (n, k) ca is a linear bounded automaton with certain restrictions on its 
read/write capabilities. Consider a linear bounded automaton M = 
(K, Z,/1, 3, qo, F) with the following restrictions and changes: 
(i) F = {q,}, 
(ii) K contains a distinguished state q~, and 
(iii) F contains two distinguished symbots, the star symbol , and the 
final symbol Z. 
We say two tape symbols A and B are neighboring symbols if they are 
separated by t ~ 0 star symbols. Let n ~ 0 and k ~ 1 be two constants. 
Suppose M always tarts in its start state % scanning its right-end marker ¢~. 
From here M moves to the left in a read-only mode until its left-end marker C 
is reached. At any stage during a read-only movement to the left, the state 
of M depends only on ¢~ and a subset E of (/" -- X), whose symbols appear 
between the read head and the right marker ¢~, and with 1 El  ~ n. ([ E[ is 
the number of elements in E). Thus, when M reaches its left-end marker C, 
it is aware of ~ and m ~ n different symbols of (F -- X) appearing on its tape. 
When C is reached, M changes state and starts moving to the right. 
During a movement to the right, M may perform p ~ k replacements. 
Basically M can only perform two types of replacements--a write operation 
which replaces asingle tape symbol by another tape symbol, or a star operation 
which replace two neighboring symbols, the left one by the star symbol, and 
the right one by any other tape symbol. The star symbol may never be re- 
placed by any other symbol. During a movement to the right, M may thus 
perform i write and j star operations, provided i + j ~ k. 
As mentioned, M changes tate and direction when C is reached. The 
new state q 'e  K depends on the state q ~ K in which C is reached, and, 
q depends, as mentioned previously, on ~q and m ~ n different symbols 
of (/' -- X) appearing on its tape. This new state q' determines a replacement 
element, which in turn determines 
(i) the total number of replacements, sayp ~ k, which may be performed 
during the subsequent movement to right, 
(ii) the symbols and neighboring symbols which may be replaced uring 
these p replacements, and 
(iii) the symbols which may be used as replacements in these p write 
and star operations. 
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After the last replacement, i.e., number p, M goes into a special state, 
the copy state q8 • In this state M may only copy symbols and move to the 
right. I f  ~ is reached in the state qs, M goes into its start state q0, and starts 
another read movement to the left. M goes into the state ql and accepts, if 
the final symbol Z, together with r >/0  star symbols, are the only symbols 
on its tape. 
An automaton, as described, is called a contraction automaton of complexity 
(n, k), ((n, k) ca), and is indicated by 
M = (K, 2:, F, %,  q~, qf,  Z ,  ,).  
2.1 A replacement element of an (n, k) ca is a t-tuple (xl,  x2, ...,xt), t ~< k, 
where 
x~ ~ ( r  x 2" x ( r  - z)) u ( r  x ( r  - z)), 1 ~< i ~< t. 
I f  x i e (F X (/~ - -  27)), say x i = (A, B), then a write operation replaces 
A byB.  
I f  x~6( / lx  / '×  (F- -27)) ,  say x~ =(A ,B ,C) ,  then a star operation 
replaces A by the star symbol and B by C, provided A and B are neighboring 
symbols, with A to the left of B. Note that x i must be performed before 
xi+ 1 and after xi_ 1 , 2 ~ i ~ t - -  1. 
2.2 An (n, k) ca M is called order free if at any specific stage (xl,  x~,..., xt), 
t ~ k, is a legal replacement element, then for any permutationp of{l, 2 , . ,  t}, 
(x~(1) , x~(~) .... , x~(t) ) is also a legal replacement element. I f  M is not order 
free, then M is order sensitive. 
2.3 I f  M~(K,~,F ,  3, qo,q~,q~,Z,,) is an (n,k) ca, let Q 
l ( r -  z)I. 
3.0 FORMAL DEFINITION OF AN (n, k) CA 
An (n, k) ca, n ~ 0, k ~ 1, is a 9-tuple M = (K, 2:,/1, 3, q0, qs, ql, Z, , )  
with the following: 
(i) K ~ K L w K R w K s t.) {q~, qs}, the finite, nonempty set of states. 
KL ,  KR,  Ks  and {qs, ql} are mutually disjoint; 
(ii) /~, the nonempty, finite set of tape symbols; 
(iii) 2:, a subset of F, the set of input symbols. 2: contains two special 
symbols, C and ~, the left and right end markers, respectively; 
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(iv) 8 a function from K X F into finite subsets of (K × /" × {R, L}), 
R for right and L for left; 
(v) qo ~ K, q, ~ K, and ql e K, the start, copy, and final states, respectively; 
(vi) Z ~ (F --  2J), the final symbol; 
(vii) . e (F --  27), the star symbol. 
For an efficient definition of 8, we define the following auxiliary functions: 
(viii) h : 2 (r-z)U{$} --+ K z with h({¢~}) = qo. The function h is 1-1; 
(ix) f :  gz  --+ KR ; 
(x) g:K . -+ 6(  U U "'" U 2"~xvqx'"xvq), 
"= , "= t t~ l  z 1 1 2 ~2 1 2 i t= l ,2  
where /11 -= (T' X /~ X (F -  Z)) and V~ = (F × (T ' -  Z')). The 
function g defines the replacement elements. 
(xi) Pi : V1 v) V2 --* F w {0}, 1 ~< i ~< 3, such that 
pi(d~, A2, Aa) = d i  if (d l ,  A2, Aa) ~ V~, 
and 
if 
pi(A1, d2) = Ai ,  1 ~ i ~ 2, pa(A1, A2) = O, 
(A1, •z) ~ V2- 
Using these functions, we define 3 as follows: 
~(q, ,  _4) = 
(h(A w h-~(qi)), A,L)  if [ h-~(qi)l < n + 1. 
(q~,A,L) if A =~ C. 
(q~, A,L)  of l h-~(q~)[ = n + 1. 
(f(q,:), A, R) if d = C. In all cases qi ~ Kz .  
(1) 
A movement of M to the left, is controlled by (1). 
Suppose f(qi)E KR for some i, the elements of g(f(qi)) are uniquely 
numbered, and (d) (X1, X2 ..... Xt) eg(f(qi)) for t ~ k, X 1 ~ g 1 u V~, 
1 ~<1 ~t .  Then 
3(f(q~), Y )= 
(f(qi), Y, R) VY =/= X. 
(<~,  G>, *, R) if Y =pa l&)  and PdX3 ~ ~. 
( ( f~,  X2), p2(X0, R) if Y = pa(X~) and pa(X~) = ;~. (2) 
(q,,p2(Xt),R) i f t  = 1 and Pa(Xt) = ;g. 
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(q~'a, X1) and (qia, Xz) are elements of K s . Equations (2) start and 
complete a write operation, or start a star operation. 
e 
[ ( (~,X ; ) ,Y ,R)  if Y=. .  3((q~ a , X~), Y) = ((q~a, Xj+a), P3(Xj), R) if Y = p~(X~), 1 <~ j <~ t -- 1. 
(qs,pa(Xt), R) if Y =pa(X~) and j = t. (3) 
Equations (3) complete the star operation which was started in (2). 
((q,a , X~), Y, R) Vg #- ~, 1 ~ j  ~ t. 
( (~,  2;,.),., R) if Y = p~(&) and p~(X3 # z .  
3((qia, Xj), Y) = ((qia, X,+I), p~(Xj), R) if Y = pl(Xj), p3(X~-) = 
and l <~j <~ t - -1 .  
(q,, p2(X~), R) if Y =p~(Xt), ps(Xt) = Z and j = t. 
(4) 
Equations (4) perform thejth replacement operation. If it is a write operation, 
it is completed by (4), and M is ready for the (j -1- 1)st replacement operation. 
If thejth replacement operation is a star operation, (4) starts the star operation, 
and (3) completes it. Thus a state (qia, Xj)  E Ks ,  indicates that the (j - -  1)st 
replacement operation is completed, and a state (qia, X j )~ K s indicates 
that the j th replacement operation is a star operation, which is not yet 
completed. When all t replacements had been completed, M goes into its 
copy state qs • 
8(q~, A) = 
3(f (qe), A) = 
(qo,A,L) if A = ,g. 
(q,, A, R) if A =/: S. 
(f(q~), A, R) if A = , .  
(q I ,A ,R)  if A =Z and 
~(q~, )  = {(q~, ,  R)). 




3.1 A configuration f an (n, k) ca M = (K, Z', 1`, 3, qo, qf, Z, ,)  is a 
pair 
(q, (?wl dw~) ,  q ~ K ,  w I , w 2 ~ r* ,  A ~ 1". 
The configuration means that M is in state q, scanning the tape symbol A, 
with Cw I to the left and w2~ to the right of A. 
3.2 We define a relation ~--M over the set of configurations, as follows. 
(i) (q, ~-Y1Y2"'" Y:oAY~+I"'" Ym~) b--M (q, ~Y1Y2 "'" Y~- I -Y~AY~+I  "'" 
Y~Z) if (q, A, L) is in 3(q, A), q, q e K L . 
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(ii) (q, ~_Y~Y2 "'" Ym~) ~--u (f(q), CYIYe "" YmX) because 8(q, C) = 
{(f(q), ¢, R)}, q E KL  , f (q )  e KR  . 
(iii) (q, CYIY2 ... Y~AY~+ 1 ." Y~X)F---M (q, CY~Y2 "'" Y BY,+  . .  Y X), 
where q = q and B ~ A if (q, A, R) ~ 3(q, A), and B ~- C if 
(q, C, R) ~ 8(q, A), q, q s Kg U K s k) {q~, qs}. 
(iv) (qs , eY1Y2 "'" Ym~_) ~---M (%, (ZY1Y2 "'" YmX), because 8(qs , X) = 
{(q0, ~q, L)}. 
(v) (f(%), ¢ , . . . .  Z . . . . .  ~) ~--M (qs, ¢ * "'" * Z *_ "'" * ~) if 
h({Z, *, ~}) = qk. 
(vi) (q~ , ~ , "" , Z , "" , ~)  ~M (q~ , ~ * "" * Z **  "" * ~) .  
3.3 A movement of M is a change of configuration. If  a configuration 
Q follows from a configuration P by j ~> 0 movements, then they are related 
by P~-MQ.  
3.4 The language accepted by an (n, k) ca M is the set 
L(M)  = {w ~ (Z -- {C, o°}) * ] (q0, Cw~_) ~-~-M (qs , C *~ Z ,~ ~_), 
wherev@p+ 1 = [w[ and . t  = ** .-" . (t times). 
3.5 A cycle of an (n, k) ca M is a movement from its right end marker ¢~ 
up to its left end marker C, and back again to X. Without loss of generality 
it can be assumed that during a cycle M changes its tape in at least one 
position. 
3.6 I f  one configuration follows from another by precisely p >~ 0 cycles, 
then they are related by the relation * P k--- M . 
3.7 
then 
If  M --  (K, 27,/', 3, q0, qs, ql, Z, *) is any (n, k) ca and a ~/~*, 
3.8 I f  G = (VN, VT, P, S) is any grammar, and ~ ~ (VN tA VT)* , then 
O(og) = {A ~ V N 1 o~ = ~A~,  ~, r e (V  N W VT)~<}, 
3.9 It is clear that if an (n, h) ca M as defined above, had written a star 
symbol, that position on its tape where the star symbol had been written 
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becomes "inactive" in the sense that no other symbol may ever be written 
in that position. Instead of writing a star symbol, M may just as well delete 
"that position from its tape, and shorten its tape by one cell. We say M performs 
a contraction operation. A star operation is thus replaced by a contraction 
operation, and as M performs contraction operations, its tape is shortened. 
M accepts if its tape has length 3, and consists of the string ~Z~, where Z is 
the final symbol. Such an equivalent definition justifies the name "contraction 
automaton." 
Because the star symbol • disappears from the definition, every element 
(~,., R) of 8(q, A) becomes (q, R), and 
q, CY~Y~ ... Y~ A BY~+I ... Y ,S)  ~-M (q, ¢~Y~G ' Y~ * BY~÷~ " Yd;)  
becomes 
(q, ~Y1Y2 "'" Y~ dBY~+I "" Y~S) ~---M (q" ¢ZY~Y2 "'" Y~ _BY~+a "'" Y,$)- 
4.0 RESULTS 
In this Section we state a number of definitions and theorems. The proofs 
of all the theorems are straightforward and self-evident, and will therefore 
not be given. 
4.1 DEFINITION. A random context grammar (van der Walt, 1970), is 
a 4-tuple G = (V w, Vr,  P, S), where Vn,  VT and S have the usual 
meaning, and P is a finite set of productions of the form 
A ~ ~(U; T), 
with A~VN,  c~(VN~A VT) +, UC_VN, TC_ VN, and Uc~T= m. I f f i  
and y are strings from (V N u Vr)*, and A -+ ~(U; T) is a production from P, 
then flAy ~ fio~y if every B ~ U appears in the string fly, and no C ~ T 
appears in fly. If ~ is the transitive, reflexive closure of ~,  then the language 
generated by a random context grammar G = (VN, Vr,  P, S), is the set 
L(G) = {w e V~+ I S ~ ~ w}. 
L(G) is called a random context language. 
4.2 THEOREM. l f  L is any language accepted by a (Q, 1) ca, then a random 
context grammar G can be constructed such that L = L(G). 
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4.3 THEOREM. I l L  is any language generated by a random context grammar, 
then a contraction automaton of complexity (Q, 1) can be constructed such that 
L = L(M).  ~ 
4.4 THEOm~M. The class of languages characterized by contraction automata 
of complexity (Q, 1) is precisely the class Pc ~- Tc -~ Mc -~ R, defined in 
Section 1. 
4.5 DEFINITION. An unordered scattered context grammar (uscg) 
(Mayer, 1972; Salomaa, 1970), is a 4-tuple G = (Vlv, Vr ,  P, S), where 
VN, Vr and S have the usual meaning, and P is a finite set of productions of 
the form 
(A1, A 2 ,..., A~) --+ (wl, w 2 ,..., w~,), n ~> 1, 
with Ai ~ VN and wi ~ (VN I J VT)+ ' 1 <~ i <~ n. 
Suppose (A1, A2 ,..., An) --+ (wl, w 2 .... , w~) is a production from P, and 
p is any permutation of {1, 2,..., n}. I f  
a -~ xlA~(1)xoA~(2) "" xnA~(n)x~+ 1 
and 
fl ~ XlW~(1)x2w~(2) ... XnW~(n)Xn+ 1 
are strings from (VN k)VT) +, then a ~ I3 under the production above. 
If *~ has the usual definition, then the language generated by a uscg G = 
(V~, Vr,  P, S) is the set 
L(G) = {w~ Vr +[SNaw}.  
L(G) is called an unordered scattered context language. 
4.6 DFEINITION. In 2.0 we gave an informal definition of order free. 
We will now formalize this definition. 
A contraction automaton M = (K, X,/-', 3, q0, qf, Z) of complexity 
(n, k), k >~ 1, is called order free if (X1, X 2 .... , Xt) ~ g(f(qi)), 1 <~ t < k, 
qi ~ KL,  implies that for any permutation p of {1, 2,..., t}, 
(x~(l~, x.(2~ ,..., x~,~) ~ e ( f ( f&  
x~ ~ ( r  x r x ( r  - 2))  u ( r  x ( r  - 2)), 1 .<< i -<< t. 
I f  M is not order free, then M is order sensitive. 
1 In the proofs of Theorems 4.3, 4.8, and 4.11 certain normal forms of the specific 
grammars are used. 
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4.7 THEOREM. I f  L is any language accepted by an order free contraction 
automaton of complexity (0, 2), then an unordered scattered context grammar G 
can be constructed such that L -~ L(G). 
4.8 THEOREM. If L is any language generated by an unordered scattered 
context grammar, then an order free contraction automaton of complexity (0, 2) 
can be constructed such that L = L(M).  1 
4.9 THEOREM. The class of language characterized by order free contraction 
automata of complexity (0, 2), is precisely the class P = T ~- M = U defined 
in Section 1. 
4.10 DEFINITION. A scattered context grammar (scg) (Greibach and 
Hoptcroft, 1969), is a 4-tuple G = (VN , Vr , P, S), where VN , V r and 
S have the usual meaning. P is a finite set of productions of the form 
(A1 ,A  s .... ,A~) - -* (w x ,w s , . . . ,w~) ,n>~l ,  
with Ai ~ VN and w i ~ (VN t.A Vr)+ , 1 ~ i ~ n. If c~ = XlAlx2A 2 ." x,~A~x~+l 
and/3 = xlwlx2ws "" x~w~,xn+ 1 are strings from (V  N U VT)+, x i ~ (VN U VT)* , 
1 ~ i ~ n, and (A1, A s ,..., A~) -+ (w 1 , w s ,..., w~) is a production from P, 
then a => 13. 
The language generated by G is the set L(G) = {w ~ Vr + I S *~a w}. 
L(G) is called a scattered context language. 
4.11 THEOREM. 2t language L is generated by a scattered context grammar, 
if and only if L is accepted by an order sensitive contraction automaton of 
complexity (0, 2). 1 
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